
Bolt: Built for Identity-Powered Commerce

Bolt’s smooth checkout experience means higher conversion rates. 

The first time a shopper makes a purchase on any merchant’s site 

within the network, they save their details and enter the Bolt Network. 

Now, through the shopper dashboard, customers have access to an 

enriched and fully connected shopping experience.

Bolt One Click Checkout

Learn More

Bolt SSO Commerce allows customers to create a Bolt and store 

account with a single click. We’re first to market with this 

game-changing identity layer that unlocks store account registrations 

for retailers while tying together the benefits of a store account, a 

network account, and a one-click checkout experience for shoppers 

through a single sign-on. Now, more independent retailers can access 

customer insights and engagement opportunities that were previously 

only available when shoppers created store accounts.

Bolt SSO Commerce

Learn More

With over 5.5 million Bolt shoppers, the Bolt Network is one of the 

largest and fastest-growing identity commerce networks. Merchants 

on the network earn more shopper data and more direct relationships 

with their customers, which means more ways to upsell and create 

better customer experiences that drive conversions.

The Bolt Network

Learn More

Bolt simplifies compliance, customer security, and fraud prevention 

with a built-in array of instruments and processes that provide 100% 

automated fraud protection and Payment Card Industry Data Security 

Standard (PCI DSS) Level 1 compliance. We also host the entire 

checkout environment on your behalf, reducing your compliance 

scope for online checkout.

Fraud Protection

Learn More

Experience the true value of your known customers and take control 

of your data with an enhanced merchant analytics dashboard. 

Powerful data visualizations illustrate:

Insights Dashboard

 How fraud is coming in and how Bolt is stopping i

 Store accounts created compared to guest checkout transaction

 Total Bolt account and guest checkout revenu

 Payment and risk analytics for streamlined management

Learn More

Bolt’s checkout experience platform is built for identity-powered commerce. It aims to 

create an incredible checkout experience that drives value across the entire shopping 

life cycle, from perfecting checkout to powering personalized shopping.

Guest checkout
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Welcome back, Jane!

Enter the code sent to your phone 

number ending in 5555.

RESEND

Email code

Save my information to create a account 
Shop hundreds of brands with one login

Check out faster with saved information

Bank level securityEasy order tracking and more
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Custom-built sites

The good news is, you can adopt a solution that 

transforms checkout into a member 

experience—without putting any burden on your 

customers.



It’s called 

We’ve created this quick guide to explore how 

identity-powered commerce combats the greatest 

challenges brands face.

identity-powered commerce.



 They want simple, one-click checkout 

experiences and speedy free shipping

 They abandon their carts when faced with any 

inconvenience

 They checkout as a guest just to avoid having 

to remember more account credentials.

Shopper 2.0 is demanding.

Brands are challenged to meet customer 

demands while also making choices that support 

their internal initiatives.

How to 
Transform 

Guest 
Checkout
A Quick Guide

Successful brands know their customers intimately 

and use everything they know about them to create 

incredible experiences. Both customers and brands 

benefit from these relationships: customers receive a 

better experience, and brands maximize the 

customer lifetime value (LTV) with loyalty rewards, 

membership discounts, and better post purchase 

experiences--such as order tracking, purchase 

history, and product upsells.

The Hidden Costs of 
Anonymized Customers

Guest checkout anonymizes all customers—even return customers—and is at the core of 

two crucial problems that brands are facing:

Customer relationships can only flourish if brands are 
able to recognize their customers.

1 Fundera, eCommerce Shopping Cart Abandonment Statistics (2021), 2021


2 Bloomreach, eCommerce Personalization: 2021 Complete Guide, 2021 

Identity-powered commerce introduces a 

shopper-centric approach that converts guest shopping 

experiences into personalized, logged-in 

experiences—at scale.



Shopper 2.0 has high expectations for their online 

purchasing interactions. By leveraging thecore pillars of 

identity-powered commerce, you can create incredible 

experiences that exceedthese expectations.

Identity-Powered Commerce 
is the solution.

The answer isn’t necessarily to remove the guest checkout option; 

it’s to replace it with something much more powerful and 

convenient. We call it identity-powered commerce.

Give your customers the power to create a 

unified identity using a commerce-enabled 

single sign-on that links their accounts in the 

background. With this universal shopper profile, 

customers have seamless access to their 

identity for every merchant across the network, 

and brands reap the benefits of insights across 

the same network. There’s no additional work for 

customers—it simply feels like a single guest 

checkout process.

Universal Shopper Profile

Surface product recommendations on the 

tracking page, making it simple for shoppers to 

discover more items and make additional 

purchases. 



Shoppers can initiate reorders with one click 

from the tracking page. A “reorder” button 

appears on the Tracking Page, making it simple 

for shoppers to buy again. When a shopper 

clicks “reorder,” every item from their order will 

be placed in a cart. From there, shoppers are 

able to add or remove items as desired before 

checking out.



By default, your five top-selling items are 

featured, and you can easily add or edit 

products in the Merchant Dashboard. 

Personalize Post Purchase 
Experiences

This universal profile connects brands and 

shoppers, so merchants instantly “recognize” 

more and more of their customers. By leveraging 

the profiles across browsers and devices, 

brands have more insights into shopping 

patterns and preferences—to power highly 

customized shopping and post-purchase 

experiences.

Customer Insights

Universal Shopper Profile

Download our report: Transform Guest Shopping to a 
Member Experience with Identity-Powered Commerce

Interested in learning more 
about identity-powered 
commerce?

Report

Get the Report

Your order was completed successfully. 

Your will receive an order confirmation 

email shortly.
Thank you for your order!

has limited transactional value

45%

Offering guest checkout can 
increase conversion rates by 45%.

20%

Brands see an average 20% increase in 
sales by offering a customized shopping 

experience over a generic one. 

You need a person to personalizeAnonymized shoppers bring hidden costs

You want to create great experiences for your 

customers, but that requires personalization. Brands 

have invested in sophisticated algorithms to guide 

returning customers—but they only work if those 

customers can be recognized.



Shoppers continually make purchases through guest 

checkout, which prevents both known and new 

customers from being recognized.



Customization is essential to enrich brand interactions. 

These customizations throughout the pre-, peri-, and 

post-purchase experience are what drive customer 

LTV.

Brands have long offered guest checkout as a way to 

streamline the customer experience and increase 

conversions.

While offering guest checkout seems like a no-brainer, 

the negative impact of that decision is momentous. 

For the brand, every best practice, every hard-won 

customer insight, and every personalization technique 

goes out the window:

 With no way to identify customers, 

—and in turn, so does your 

customer’s experience

 , which 

means brands are losing out on repeat business 

and positive word-of-mouth referrals

  with no 

opportunity to build trust with customers.

personalized 

shopping suffers

Loyalty programs are rendered useless

Customer lifetime value diminishes

See Recommendations

Re-order

First party data starts with customer account 
creation. Bolt SSO Commerce lets you own it.

Bolt’s platform aims to create an incredible checkout experience that drives value 

across the entire shopping life cycle, from perfecting checkout to powering 

personalized shopping.
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Download Ebook

Download Ebook

Want all the details?

This was just the quick guide on how guest checkout 

and anonymized shoppers negativelyimpact your 

potential to create incredible experiences—but there 

is a lot more to it. If you wantall the details (including 

how mega marketplaces play into all of this), check 

out the complete18-page eBook.



Download our ebook: Transform Guest Checkout into 

a Member Experience with Identity-Powered 

Commerce


